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a "RAINBOW VALLEŸ”
» took by L. L. Montgomery, author 

( “Anne of Green Gables.” Price, 
140.

—Book Dept., Main Floor.
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Velour—The Most Luxurious 
and Richest Looking Material 

Perhaps Found in 
Any Hat^

The Following Housefurnish- 
ings, Formerly on the Fourth

Floor, Store
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Are Now Located on the Second Floor, 
Furniture Building, Corner James 

and Albert Streets
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A material that is specially favor
ed for fall and winter wear. These 
at $5.00 are in the fedora style with 
crease crowns and brims that are flat 
or slightly flared, are in shades of 
green, brown and black. Sizes 6 5-8
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y Curtains and Curtain Nets, Window Blinds, 
Curtain Poles and Brass Rods, Drapery and 
Upholstery Goods, Window Shades, Fringes, Lamp 
Shades, Lamp Shade Silks, Filet Goods, Floor Lamps, 
Cretonnes, Flags, Carpet Sweepers, Vacuum Clean
ers, Wall Papers, Paints and Pictures.

Watch the daily papers for notice of the 
removal of Carpets and Rugs, Oilcloths and Linole
ums to the Main Floor, Furniture Building, in the 
near future.
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Are Wool and Cotton Tweed Suits tn the 
Appealing Conservative Three- 

Button Sac Models
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A Shoe That is High Enough, Wide 
Enough, Long Enough, Allowing

For Ample Expansion 1
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The toe can quickly adjust itself either 
sideways, forward or upwardBoys' Hats and Children's 

* Tams
Freedom that allows air to penetrate and circulate, thereby, 

reducing perspiration in summer—coldness in winter. FreedorA 
that allows the arch to expand and spring the body along 
with an elastic cushion stride.

If you have foot troubles or foot tiredness go barefooted 
for relief, or wear the “EDUCATOR,” which comes as near to 
barefootedness, perhaps, as any other shoe and yet at the same 
time is good looking in shape.

It is a matter of fact that “Educators” relieve the discomfort 
of bunions, and in time do away with corns, by removing the 
pressure and the rubbing.

In short the “Educator” is a shoe that is easy to wear, but 
hard to wear out because of the dependable leather and careful 
workmanship employed in the making.

Here Are a Few of the Leathers and Prices
At $12.00 are black kid Balmoral or Blucher styles, black 

calf, brown calf Blucher, and the kid arch support in Balmoral.

They’re in the wide and roomy shape, perforated toe caps, 
hooks and square custom heels.^ ✓ • v4s.
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Boys’ Wool and Cotton Mixture 
are in grey shades in the 

diamond crown shape, with drooping 
brims and self band. These are ad-
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TWeed Hats *
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mirable for present wear, being just 
the right weight. Sizes 6 3-8 to 7.

/
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At $30.00 is offered the option of a rich autumn 
I brown with check pattern of worsted finish wool and 

cotton tweed or of an EATON-made suit of medium dark 
grey with herringbone twill and stripe effect, made of 
union wool and cotton worsted. Both are cut in the 
three-buttorç, semi-fitted style, with notch lapels and 
regular pockets with flaps. Trousers have five pockets, 
tunnel and belt loops, and may be finished either plainly 
or with cuffs. Sizes 36 to 44. Per suit, $30.00.

Also in a seasonable brown with narrow stripe is a 
worsted finished union wool and cotton tweed, cut in the 
threerbutton type, durably lined in body, and notch, soft 
roll lapels. It has one outside breast pocket and two 
body pockets with flaps. The vest closes with five but
tons and is medium high cut. The trousers are straight 
cut and well finished with two hip, two side and watch 
pockets. Plain or cuff bottoms. Sizes 36 to 44. Per 
suit, $32.30.

Among other lines at $37.50 is one exceptionally 
fine smartly patterned suit of union wool and cotton 
worsted finish tweed, in an appealing combination of 
medium and dark grey yams woven in neat check and 
overcheck pattern. This also is cut in the three-button 
sack style, with notched, soft roll lapels, the usual pock
ets, and is lined with fine Italian twill. Trousers are 
well proportioned, with tunnel and belt loops; 2 hip, 2 
side and watch pockets, and finished either plain or cuff 
bottomed. Sizes 36 to 44. Price, $37.50.
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Each, $2.00.
ITams of navy blue and cotton ^ 

mixture Melton cloth are in Jack Tar 
sailor shape, trimmed with 

name bands with bow

/

style or 
black lettered 

hat side. Sizes 6 to 7. Each, $2.00.
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Spells Convenience, Speed and 

Satisfaction in Shopping
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For instance, if you wi^h to go out and have 
parcels coming, there's no need to wait in to pay for 
them, as in the case of C.O.D.’s. No need to scurry 
for mislaid purse, or gather together correct change. 
Furthermore, a Deposit Account draws good interest, 
and th&only stipulation is that an account must be in 
funds at all times.

—Second Floor, Queen St.
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TÂhÇE OUT A "D.A." It enables one to shop 

along systematic lines and keep an accurate account 
of one’s^expenditure.

eld.
IK It saves time, trouble and energy, 

its worth many times over.
For full information apply ‘‘D.A.” Office, 

Fourth Floor.
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19191869 Golden Jubilee
“Shorter Hours" 

Store Open» at 8.30 a.m•

"Better Servies"
Closing Daily at S p.m.

CLOSING ON SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.
NO NOON DELIVERY SATURDAY
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